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Jean And Robert Cloutier Sculpture Nude Man Ceramic Terracotta Unique Piece Ref 701

1 900 EUR

Signature : Jean et Robert Cloutier  (1930 2015) et ( 1930

2008 ).

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Terracotta

Height : hauteur  : 41 cm.
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Dealer

A Coté Antiquités
PAINTING, SCULPTURE, FRAMEWORK, GLASSWARE,

CERAMIC, COLLECTION OBJECTS

Mobile : 06 12 60 39 35

Fax : alainribeyron@hotmail.fr

7 IMPASSE DU ROC

VAUVERT 30600

Description

Jean and Robert Cloutier (1930 2015) and (1930

2008).

Imposing terracotta sculpture representing a

naked man sitting, sitting or posing.

Unique piece: provenance of the sculpture, close

childhood friends of the artists.

Signature under the sculpture.

Period: second part of the 20th century.

Condition: good condition, no shock, no cracks,

no restoration.

Seated length without base: 46 cm.

 height : 41 cm.



Depth: approximately 30 cm.

Width: 20 cm.

Head diameter: approximately 18 cm.

Weight: 3,290 Kilograms.

HISTORY: Jean and Robert Cloutier are called

the twin brothers of ceramics.

After being apprentices to Lafourcade, Rivière,

Georges Jouve and Pol Chambost, the brothers

created their own workshop in Paris in 1955.

They participated in numerous exhibitions and

were exhibited in several art galleries.

They produced decorative objects that were both

functional and dreamlike.

After Paris and a brief interlude in the town of

Yonne, the Cloutiers settled in the Languedoc

region in the south of France.

Continually refining their ceramic processes, they

are considered masters of their craft and are held

in high esteem by the profession and renowned

ceramic artists.

SHIPPING:

To find out shipping costs before purchasing,

click Buy Online and select your country, or

contact us by email.

Careful packaging.

Tracked Colissimo shipping, national and

international, registered with insurance.

PAYMENT:

Method of payment: French check, bank transfer,

Paypal or credit card (via Paypal).

A QUESTION ? :

French speakers: by phone or email.

Non-French speaking: by email, please specify

your country.

Telephone: Mobile 06 12 60 39 35


